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Problem 1: (15 points)
Do you agree with the following statement? Why/why not? Provide brief answers.

(Note: you do not need to dsicuss the first sentence of each statement which merely

provides the background; focus on the second sentence.)

a) "The government has decided to raise tariffs on selected agricultural products.

This initiative serves as to protect our national interest."

b) "Our terms of trade have deteriorated markedly over the last years. I believe that

because of this phenomenon, we no longer gain from trading with the rest of

the world."

c) "We have to decide whether to open up trade with Fantasy land, our small neigh-

bouring country. After careful consideration, I have decided that we will not

gain from this kind of trade because the international prices that would prevail

under trade with this country are equal to our no-trade prices; we have thus

nothing to gain from liberalizing trade."

Problem 2: (25 points)

a) State the Stolper-Samuelson theorem.

b) Explain the Stolper-Samuelson theorem using a graphical approach.

Problem 3: (20 points)
A government is considering opening the country to free immigration. Foreign

labor is equally productive to home labor. Assume that full employment is always

assured by competitive labor markets.

a) Will a free immigration policy benefit or harm home labor relative to the equilib-

rium with free trade? Why?

b) Will migration affect the industrial structure in the receiving country? If so, in

what way?
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Problem 4: (40 points)
In the monopolistic competition model, demand for any product j can be derived

from maximizing consumers’utility function. For your assistance the expression for

demand derived in such a model (leaving out the definition of notation) may take the

following form :

qj =
p−σj
P 1−σ

Y

Each firm has monopoly power over a single variety j. Assume that in order to

operate, a firm must pay a fixed cost f and a variable cost bxj , and that we can write

profits as

πj = pjxj − w(bxj + f)

a) What determines the demand for each product j? Explain.

b) What is the elasticity of demand as perceived by the producer?

c) Derive each firm’s profit maximizing price.

d) There is free entry in the monopolistical competitive sector. Derive equilibrium

quantity for each firm.

e) Let us assume that there are two economies which may potentially be active in

two sectors; agriculture, which is characterized by constant returns to scale and

manufacturing, which is charaterized by monopolistic competition. Workers

have sector specific skills, and do not move between sectors. Each economy

is endowed with (1 − µ)L/2 agricultural workers who are immobile. As for

manufacturing workers they are mobile across the two economies. The world

endowment of manufacturing workers is µL.

(i) Explain the forces at work encouraging manufacturing firms to cluster

together.

(ii) Explain the forces at work encouraging manufacturing firms to spread out

across the two economies.

(iii) Describe analytically the condition that must hold in order for agglom-

eration of all manufacturing in one location to be a stable equilibrium. Explain what

factors determine whether this condition will hold or not.
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